COLOMBO TALKS OPEN TODAY
Atmosphere - Of Caution

COLOMBO, Dec. 16.—The Secretary of State for India this morning flew to Colombo, where a conference which is scheduled to last two days. A last moment’s crisis involving Singapore in a dispute over the British colony’s borders with Malaya is expected to overshadow the discussions.

A spokesman for several of the nationalist parties expressed confidence that the British government would agree to an all-India conference of nationalist leaders, but none of the announced dates for its opening. The nationalists believe that the conference is the last chance to avert a crisis.

The following are excerpts from the statement:

On December 16, 1947, the General Assembly of the United Nations called for a conference to be held in London in July 1948 to discuss the future of India and Pakistan.
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The problem of what has been called Interracial Intersexuality has attracted a great deal of interest among the public, primarily because it raises questions about the nature of human identity and the boundaries of sexual orientation. However, it is important to note that the term "Intersexuality" is often used interchangeably with "Interracial Intersexuality," which can lead to confusion and misunderstanding.

Interracial Intersexuality refers to the existence of individuals who are sexually attracted to members of different races or ethnicities. This term is used to describe the sexual attraction of individuals who are not of the same race or ethnicity as their partners. It is important to note that this term is not commonly used in the scientific community and is often considered to be a misnomer.

However, the reality is that there is a growing body of research that suggests that sexual attraction is not solely determined by race or ethnicity. Instead, it is influenced by a complex interplay of biological, psychological, and social factors. Therefore, it is important to consider these factors in order to better understand the nature of sexual attraction.

The study of Interracial Intersexuality is important because it can help us to better understand the complex and multifaceted nature of human sexuality. This knowledge can be used to develop more effective and culturally sensitive strategies for addressing issues of discrimination and prejudice in our society.
Mariner II Sound To Be Heard At Press Conference

WASHINGTON, Dec. 11. (UPI) - A mass meeting to preside over the Press Conference on the release of the Mariner II sound will be held at Government Press Office. The President will be present and will begin the Conference with a message to the assembly.
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